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Recent Adoptions!

Mischa, Suede, Oatmeal,
Cantaloupe & Guava,
Percy, Star & Sushi,

Passion Fruit, Hades,
Dolly, Butters, Bebe,

Cartman & Heidi, Tweek,
Ariel, Creamsicle, Jack,

Gemma, Roxy, Winston,
Mishu, and Mia

Foster to Adopts

Oreo, Opal, Onyx, Carrot,
Needle, Onyx, Huck,
Olivia, Harold & Meg

Upcoming Events!

The Kitten Show is back on!
June 23rd ~ 12-4pm

If you are able to help out from
12-2 or 2-4 we would love to
have you. Introduce kittens to
potential adopters, give shelter
tours, and hopefully send home

some of the many babies we
are going to have by then!

Save these dates!

August 18th

Clear the Shelters

August 26th

Bark in the Park

Adopted: Guava and Cantaloupe!

Already Right 
at Home!

“Everyone is doing amazingly
well  here! All day kitty play-
time has fully ensued!”
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Guava & Cantaloupe join Paws Alum Iris (Harper) and Little Dude (Wallace)

   Munchkin is bonding with his new    
                      sister Bonnie

Both are Paws Alums and travel the country
with mom in an RV all summer!
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Momma Zelda delivered 6 healthy 
babies June 7 - in Kristen's closet!

Did You Know?
A house cat's genome is 95.6 percent tiger, 
and they share many behaviors with their 

jungle ancestors.



   Tori (now Penny) Doing Great!               Star & Sushi, frst day at home!

Sushi and Star have taken over!

“Sushi and Star have found their afternoon catnap spot! 
Thanks again for helping us choose just the right additions to our family!”
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“Her appetite and energy are fantastic, 
she loves to play, and she loves her 
brother Nova! She cuddles up to him 
and licks him.”



Remember Kitt? He came to Paws a year ago when his owner moved to a place that  
did not allow pets. He was adopted in August and seems to have made himself at home! 

   Gomez is doing great, right at home       Mittens (now General) is a happy boy

“General (formerly Mittens) is doing great! He
has pretty much taken over the place and I just
work for him now! He really enjoys being cuddled
and petted so bedtime is his favorite. He fnally can
lock me down in one place and get his belly rubbed
before is 15th nap of the day. 

He's still a bit skittish around new people but with me he's in love and honestly I am too. I never 
really thought of myself as a cat person, but this little guy has changed me forever. Bring on the 
kitties! It's going so well, I have been debating on fostering other cats to see if he'd be happy with a 
playmate or if he is content being the star of the show.”
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Sparkle doing great in foster!

“I wanted to let people know how
well Sparkle is doing! He is really
starting to warm up and truly become
one of the family. He spends very little
time hiding out in the closet and has
adopted a favorite spot in the living
room in a warming kitty bed that
Turtle so graciously gave up to him. I
am happy to report that he now jumps
up on the bed for head pets and will
lay with me for a bit. He is doing this
almost daily in the morning. 

He and Turtle are actually pretty good
buds and they play with each other
and Turtle attempts to groom him but
usually gives up after a few licks! Eloise
has even warmed up to him and they
tolerate each other but I caught them bumping noses the other day so there is still hope for love! 
He is still a fnicky eater and sometimes spits his meds out but all in all I would venture to say he is 
pretty happy here!” (Thank you Leslie!)

“Henry is lovely and has settled 
right into our home. He is 
scheduled for his annual physical 
next week. He loves laps and ping-
pong balls. He is always in the room
where his people are and very 
rarely away alone.

I have a lot of pictures, this one is 
Henry just being elegant. We are 
very happy with our most recent 
family addition, and I believe he is 
happy too.”

A Cat’s Sleeping Position Can Tell You What They’re Thinking

#1) Curled Up Cat: A cat that’s curled up with their tail in a graceful swoop around their 
body and their head tucked in toward their chest is doing their best to conserve body heat 
and protect vulnerable organs. Your cat's wild cousins do it, and it’s a natural instinct even the
most pampered house cat can’t suppress. A curled up cat usually wants to be left alone.
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Fluffy (now Noah) is living the good life!

   Creamsicle (now Marty) Checks In!          Nope, Granite isn't spoiled at all!
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“We are so blessed to have our new Marty
(alias Creamsicle) who we adopted last week. 
He's great and is making himself quite at home! 
He has even licked our big Groucho cat, a 
stray who we adopted a few years ago.
Keep up the great work at PAWS!”



Teddy is now huge and very adorable!            Former bottle baby Cindy

“Cash is doing great! Vaccines and vet visits are up to date. He has grown so much!        
We even had a bday party when he turned one.”

A Cat’s Sleeping Position Can Tell You What They’re Thinking

#2) Cat in a Box: There’s no doubting it’s cute, but it also sends a message about your cat’s 
sense of safety and comfort. Cats seek out small spaces because they make them feel safe. A 
box with four solid walls where your cat can squeeze their mass into is the perfect form of 
security. Cats that live in active households with children or other animals may seek out a box, 
drawer, or other kind of hidey-hole to settle down for a deep, (hopefully) uninterrupted sleep.
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“Teddy is doing great! You wouldn’t 
recognize him. He's the size of a lion!”

Sausage (now Cash) is King!



I can't get enough of Zeus and Jackson!

Behold my awesome belly - then fx me dinner!

               I caught my own dinner!       And I manage the offce too.

Updates w/o Photos:

“Josie is doing great! I'm spoiling her rotten. She thinks she should get
treats when Maddie gets one. Of course she gets one. She loves to sit on
my lap especially when I'm wearing my cozy pink robe and sleeps on me
every night. She's so sweet and cute it's never-ending. I LOVE her. 

I tell her all the time that I'm so glad I got her. Things are good with her and
Maddie although she has been known to jump out at Maddie and scare her
to death. I don't have any pics of her that adequately refect her cuteness
but will try to get one to you soon.”
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